
Школьный этап по английскому языку
Английский язык. 10 класс. Ограничение по времени 120 минут



#1121747LISTENING. Вариант №1

Listen to the dialogue and mark the statements below  with “T” if
they are true, “F” if they are false or “NS” if the information is not
given. You will hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121747/609c3025b9ee4edb.mp3

Frank has had a cold for several days.

T

F

NS

2 балла

Frank has previously attended a gym.

T

F

NS

2 балла



Fees for the gym vary according to how often you pay.

T

F

NS

2 балла

You can save 50 pounds if you pay for the whole year.

T

F

NS

2 балла

Frank needs to lose a lot of weight.

T

F

NS

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121748LISTENING. Вариант №2

Listen to the dialogue and mark the statements below  with “T” if
they are true, “F” if they are false or “NS” if the information is not
given. You will hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121748/f8ea0fba0c8448f5.mp3

The woman knows what has happened to her purse.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The woman has done a lot of shopping today.

T

F

NS

2 балла



The purse contained important documents.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The purse had £75 in it when it was lost.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The policeman is sure that someone will find the purse.

T

F

NS

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121749LISTENING. Вариант №3

Listen to the dialogue and mark the statements below  with “T” if
they are true, “F” if they are false or “NS” if the information is not
given. You will hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121749/c87ef7290837bbde.mp3

The woman’s friends prefer eating later in the evening.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The woman is unsure of the number of friends who will come.

T

F

NS

2 балла



The friends only want to eat vegetables.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The man will inform the chef of the special dietary requirements.

T

F

NS

2 балла

The chef doesn’t speak much English.

T

F

NS

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121770LISTENING. Вариант №1

Listen to the interview and choose the correct answers. Yоu will
hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121770/c453f834026e7ed8.mp3

Dr Greenway implies that some children who play truant

are never punished

do so in order to earn money

behave badly in public

2 балла

Why do some parents take their children on holiday during term
time?

Because it’s peak season.

To spend time together as a family.

To save money.

2 балла



Why is it difficult for schools to convince students to attend
regularly?

Parents set a bad example for them.

Some teachers behave irresponsibly.

There is no good reason to attend.

2 балла

How has the government reacted to truancy?

They think it is too late to do anything.

They are only now beginning to help.

They have been trying to stop it for years.

2 балла

What are the aims of ‘behaviour improvement projects’?

To teach students to take school more seriously.

To teach parents to be more responsible.

To teach students the lessons they have missed.

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121774LISTENING. Вариант №2

Listen to the interview and choose the correct answers. Yоu will
hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121774/949f1cbd8edef561.mp3

Jed tells the listeners about the wingsuits because

they are expensive

they are an old invention

he finds them amusing

2 балла

A new water distiller

is the best device for distilling water

is presently not available to customers

is a bizarre invention

2 балла



‘Enable talk gloves’ can

be extremely useful to some people

hardly be used by disabled people

help long distance communication

2 балла

What fascinating fact about James Cameron does Jed mention?

He took part in designing a vessel.

He is a great film director.

He knows a lot about the sea.

2 балла

Jed and the presenter

find some inventions useless.

are enthusiastic about recent inventions.

have different attitude towards a certain invention.

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121775LISTENING. Вариант №3

Listen to the interview and choose the correct answers. Yоu will
hear the recording twice.

https://storage.yandexcloud.net/wk-mo/development_50/uplo
ads/task/audio_content/1121775/48c9aaef0feb891a.mp3

The presenter implies that a lot of students will listen to the
interview because

they have already passed their exams

they like listening to the radio

they hope to better prepare for their exams

2 балла

Charles says that

people always use two types of memory

people learn how to use memory at approximately the same age

it is difficult to recall something that happened many years ago

2 балла



What does Charles say about singing?

It makes the process of learning enjoyable.

He knows from his own experience that it works.

It is an effective modern tip to memorise things.

2 балла

According to Charles

you can use ‘teach it’ trick in different ways

‘teach it’ trick is only effective while learning languages

you need to study in a group if you want to make studying more effective

2 балла

Which of the statements is not true?

Charles thinks that some tips are better than others.

The tips he shares with his listeners develop people’s abilities.

The pieces of advice Charles gives are difficult to use.

2 балла

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121755READING. Вариант №1

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the article about the girl who is taking part in a swimming
competition for the first time. Ten sentences have been removed
from the text. Choose from the sentences given below the one
which fits each gap. There is one sentence which you do not need
to use.

My first swimming competition



Last Saturday I took part in my first ever swimming competition at
my school against several other schools in my area. I’d previously
helped out with organizing these events, but this time my friends
persuaded me that it was really time I had a go at swimming
competitively – even though I’m not a brilliant swimmer. So it was
a pretty stressful event! As I was so tense, I thought I’d go early to
get changed and prepare. However, I arrived at school to find the
changing rooms already full of students, among them some of our
best swimmers. Far from appearing nervous, they looked as if they
couldn’t wait to go out there and get started. I really envied their
confidence, as mine was very low by then. [And just in case I discovered I

couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the event., I realized

that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best swimmers., But I

knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would win., The moment

came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank even further when

I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by former students

were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared to jump - I would

definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers waiting by the pool

had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be both happy and

disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several teams of four

people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!] I was
horrified by what I saw. Every student in the school was sitting
there, patiently waiting for the competition to start. My knees
turned to jelly… As every year at these competitions, everyone had
dressed up to look like their favourite film character. I could see
loads of wizards and monsters among the crowd, not to mention a
few teachers dressed up as cartoon characters. [And just in case I

discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the

event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best

swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would



win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank

even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by

former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared

to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers

waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be

both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several

teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!]
They were determined not to miss out on the fun! Once the events
got started, it was easy to see how our school had gained such a
great reputation for swimming. [And just in case I discovered I couldn't, I'd

put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the event., I realized that, like me,

they probably weren't exactly their school's best swimmers., But I knew if I didn't

manage a fast time, our closest opponents would win., The moment came when we

had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank even further when I looked out at

the pool., Within an hour, several records set by former students were completely

broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared to jump - I would definitely have

preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers waiting by the pool had amazing

decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be both happy and disappointed

once it was all over., It was a relay involving several teams of four people., The

whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!] As you can imagine,
these performances really impressed our guest judges, who
couldn’t believe the standard that even our youngest swimmers
had achieved. I was due to take part in the final race of the day. [And

just in case I discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially

for the event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's

best swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents

would win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And

it sank even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records

set by former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I

prepared to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the



swimmers waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I

knew I'd be both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay

involving several teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I

couldn't believe it!] Each team member had to swim one length as fast
as they could, so I really didn’t want to be the one who let the
team down. I’d trained for the event, so that at least I’d be able to
swim my length without any problem.[And just in case I discovered I

couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the event., I realized

that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best swimmers., But I

knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would win., The moment

came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank even further when

I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by former students

were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared to jump - I would

definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers waiting by the pool

had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be both happy and

disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several teams of four

people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!] I thought
they might just give me the extra bit of help I’d need. By the time it
was my turn to race, the rest of the team, who were brilliant
swimmers, had already done their lengths – so it was all down to
me. We were already ahead of two other teams. [And just in case I

discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the

event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best

swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would

win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank

even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by

former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared

to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers

waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be

both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several



teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!].
Everyone was depending on me, and the pressure was really on –
and that was the last thing I needed when I already felt so nervous!
The end of the race couldn’t come soon enough for me. [And just in

case I discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the

event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best

swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would

win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank

even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by

former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared

to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers

waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be

both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several

teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!] I
adjusted my swimming goggles and wiggled my feet around a bit
more so that I was standing firmly on the block, and then got into
start position. The spectators fell silent. [And just in case I discovered I

couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the event., I realized

that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best swimmers., But I

knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would win., The moment

came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank even further when

I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by former students

were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared to jump - I would

definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers waiting by the pool

had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be both happy and

disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several teams of four

people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!]. But there
was no more time to think about that, as suddenly it was my turn –
and I was in the water! I swam as fast as I could to the other end of
the pool, with the shouts and cheers of the spectators ringing in



my ears. Within seconds, I’d reached the wall – just in time to turn
round and see all the other swimmers touch the wall after me! I’d
won my length – and the race, on behalf of my team! [And just in case

I discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the

event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best

swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would

win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank

even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by

former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared

to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers

waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be

both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several

teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!]
Of course, after it was all over, I did take a moment to think about
the other people I’d been competing against. [And just in case I

discovered I couldn't, I'd put on my lucky swimming shorts especially for the

event., I realized that, like me, they probably weren't exactly their school's best

swimmers., But I knew if I didn't manage a fast time, our closest opponents would

win., The moment came when we had to climb onto the starting blocks, And it sank

even further when I looked out at the pool., Within an hour, several records set by

former students were completely broken., That made me feel worse as I prepared

to jump - I would definitely have preferred some cheering!, Even the swimmers

waiting by the pool had amazing decorations on their caps., However, I knew I'd be

both happy and disappointed once it was all over., It was a relay involving several

teams of four people., The whole crowd stood up to cheer - I couldn't believe it!].
So my victory suddenly didn’t seem that brilliant after all. But I was
still determined not to lose my moment of glory!

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121756READING. Вариант №2

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the  article about space. Ten sentences have been removed
from the text. Choose from the sentences given below the one
which fits each gap. There is one sentence which you do not need
to use.

The Planet Mars



In our solar system, Mars is the fourth planet from the sun. [It is

believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt to settle there., If
Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature than now, it might have

been able to maintain life., However, although the planets are so similar, humans

still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided that these were

indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of its moons,

Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was because scientists

had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just have been something

that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really there., It is often called the

Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its surface which gives it a red

appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long dark lines on the surface

through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look like dried-up rivers on

the surface suggest that there was once water there.] Of all the planets in our
solar system, Mars is probably most like Earth in a number of ways.
For example, it has seasons in the same way that Earth does, and it
also has ice at its poles, although the ones on Mars are much
colder. The days there are only slightly longer, too. [It is believed that

the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt to settle there., If Mars had once

been wetter and had a higher temperature than now, it might have been able to

maintain life., However, although the planets are so similar, humans still can't live

on Mars., After further research, it was decided that these were indeed possible.,
Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of its moons, Phobos., That's

about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was because scientists had seen light

and dark regions on the surface., They may just have been something that scientists

thought they saw, but that weren't really there., It is often called the Red Planet,

because of the iron in the rocks on its surface which gives it a red appearance.,
Early scientists also thought they saw long dark lines on the surface through their

telescopes., What's more, signs of what look like dried-up rivers on the surface

suggest that there was once water there.] Unlike Earth, Mars is very cold
and dry, without any water to maintain life. We now have a lot of



information about Mars thanks to the number of visiting space
vehicles sent up from Earth that have flown round the planet. The
first successful ‘flyby’ was by a space vehicle called Mariner 4
which flew past the planet in 1965. [It is believed that the first explorers to

travel to Mars might attempt to settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had

a higher temperature than now, it might have been able to maintain life., However,

although the planets are so similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further

research, it was decided that these were indeed possible., Several more craft then

filmed it, together with one of its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New

York to Paris!, This was because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the

surface., They may just have been something that scientists thought they saw, but

that weren't really there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in

the rocks on its surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also

thought they saw long dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's

more, signs of what look like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was

once water there.] A number actually landed on the surface and sent
back colour pictures of Mars. They also sent back data which
allowed scientists to draw maps of the surface of the planet. It was
thought for a long time that Mars did actually have liquid water of
the ground there. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might

attempt to settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature

than now, it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets

are so similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided

that these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with

one of its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just

have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look



like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.] They
thought these could be seas and also areas of land, perhaps even
continents. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt

to settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature than

now, it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets are so

similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided that

these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of

its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just

have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look

like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.] They
wondered whether they were actually canals that inhabitants of
the planet had built to carry water to their crops. However,
pictures that have since come from spacecraft have shown that
there is no sign of any canals on the surface of Mars, or even signs
of any lines. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might

attempt to settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature

than now, it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets

are so similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided

that these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with

one of its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just

have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look

like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.] And



as for inhabitants, there currently seems to be no sign of life on
Mars at all. But just because there is no evidence of anything living
on Mars now, it doesn’t mean that there never was anything living
there. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt to

settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature than now,

it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets are so

similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided that

these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of

its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just

have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look

like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.]
Scientists still think there may be bacteria deep beneath the
frozen surface, for example in the large areas of ice in the regions
of the two poles. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might

attempt to settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature

than now, it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets

are so similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided

that these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with

one of its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just

have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look

like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.]
Pictures coming back from spacecraft also show that Mars may



have been hit billions of years ago by meteorites – objects floating
in space, many of them like large rocks – hitting its surface. The
holes these left on the surface are clearly visible, and the biggest
one is about 1,800 km wide – big enough for half of Europe to fit
into! There is also a huge system of valleys about 5,000 km long. [It

is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt to settle there., If
Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature than now, it might have

been able to maintain life., However, although the planets are so similar, humans

still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided that these were

indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of its moons,

Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was because scientists

had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just have been something

that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really there., It is often called the

Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its surface which gives it a red

appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long dark lines on the surface

through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look like dried-up rivers on

the surface suggest that there was once water there.] It’s thought that the
valleys formed when the surface of the planet cracked and was
pulled apart. What’s more, there are dormant or ‘sleeping’
volcanoes on Mars, the biggest of which is Olympus Mons, three
times higher than Mount Everest (the highest mountain on Earth).
So far, no one has managed to land on the surface of Mars, but
there are hopes that this will happen in the future between 2030
and 2037. [It is believed that the first explorers to travel to Mars might attempt to

settle there., If Mars had once been wetter and had a higher temperature than now,

it might have been able to maintain life., However, although the planets are so

similar, humans still can't live on Mars., After further research, it was decided that

these were indeed possible., Several more craft then filmed it, together with one of

its moons, Phobos., That's about as far as from New York to Paris!, This was

because scientists had seen light and dark regions on the surface., They may just



have been something that scientists thought they saw, but that weren't really

there., It is often called the Red Planet, because of the iron in the rocks on its

surface which gives it a red appearance., Early scientists also thought they saw long

dark lines on the surface through their telescopes., What's more, signs of what look

like dried-up rivers on the surface suggest that there was once water there.] So
who knows – Mars might even become our home one day in the
future!

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121757READING. Вариант №3

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the article about an activity called geocaching. Ten sentences
have been removed from the text. Choose from the sentences
given below the one which fits each gap. There is one sentence
which you do not need to use.

Why don’t you try geocaching?



According to legend, pirates hid their treasure and marked the spot
on a map so that they could find it again. Geocaching is a modern
game which works in a similar way. This is how you play: you have
to find boxes of treasure – known as caches – which have been
hidden around the world. Information about their exact location
has been uploaded to geocaching websites along with details and
clues. [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful geocaching

adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also important

that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden., Most of

them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no longer

there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”

signs or fences.] This is a piece of equipment which receives signals
broadcast from satellites and then uses these signals to determine
where exactly it is on the earth. The GPS devices used for
geocaching can range from simple ones in mobile phones to highly
sophisticated models. [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful

geocaching adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also

important that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden.,
Most of them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no

longer there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”



signs or fences.] So when you put information about a cache into a
GPS device, it will guide you to the exact place where the cache
has been hidden. The treasure usually consists of small plastic toys
or key rings. [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful geocaching

adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also important

that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden., Most of

them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no longer

there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”

signs or fences.] If players take any of the treasure form the cache,
they leave something behind for the next person to find. There is
also some paper and a pencil in the box, so players can write down
their names and make comments if they want to. You’ll need to
resist the temptation to set off on a trip the moment you load
information about the cache into your device. [Others, however, might

take more gear., A successful geocaching adventure takes a little planning to keep

things safe and fun., It's also important that your cache is not confused with one

that someone else has hidden., Most of them are accurate to within a few metres.,
That might mean that it's no longer there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what

you've learned, you can start planning where you'd like to leave something for

others to find., It can be any object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In
that case you would need a waterproof container like the plastic ones used for

sailing., In order to find a cache, players use something called a GPS (Global

Positioning System) device., If you're on private land, ask permission of the

landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!” signs or fences.] Start by reading
the description and online records for the cache you’ve chosen to



hunt. Look to see if anyone has had difficulty finding the cache
lately. [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful geocaching

adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also important

that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden., Most of

them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no longer

there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”

signs or fences.] Also take a moment to consider what you need to
pack. In order to find some caches, all you need is your GPS.
[Others, however, might take more gear., A successful geocaching adventure takes

a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also important that your cache is

not confused with one that someone else has hidden., Most of them are accurate to

within a few metres., That might mean that it's no longer there., Unless it's litter, of

course., Using what you've learned, you can start planning where you'd like to leave

something for others to find., It can be any object that is safe and appropriate for all

the family., In that case you would need a waterproof container like the plastic ones

used for sailing., In order to find a cache, players use something called a GPS

(Global Positioning System) device., If you're on private land, ask permission of the

landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!” signs or fences.] Here are a few
things you might want to consider taking along: walking shoes,
sunscreen, a pen and a notebook, plenty of water, some snacks,
something to leave behind in the caches if you want to take
something out. It’s really as simple as that. As long as you use a
little common sense and behave well, you can ensure a successful
trip for yourself and those who come after you. Here are a couple
of things to keep in mind. Whenever you take something from a



cache, leave something in return. [Others, however, might take more gear.,
A successful geocaching adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and

fun., It's also important that your cache is not confused with one that someone else

has hidden., Most of them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean

that it's no longer there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned,

you can start planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can

be any object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would

need a waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a

cache, players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If
you're on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep

Out!” signs or fences.] Never leave any of that behind. No digging is
ever allowed, and you must always respect local laws. Go from
being the hunter to being hunted by hiding your own cache. After
you’ve found a few on your own, you’ll have a good idea of what
will give people a great day out. [Others, however, might take more gear., A
successful geocaching adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun.,
It's also important that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has

hidden., Most of them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that

it's no longer there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you

can start planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be

any object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would

need a waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a

cache, players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If
you're on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep

Out!” signs or fences.] As you do this, just remember to follow a few
simple steps, and you’ll be hiding great caches in no time. On
public land, check with the authority that manages the land before
you hide anything. [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful

geocaching adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also

important that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden.,



Most of them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no

longer there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”

signs or fences.] [Others, however, might take more gear., A successful geocaching

adventure takes a little planning to keep things safe and fun., It's also important

that your cache is not confused with one that someone else has hidden., Most of

them are accurate to within a few metres., That might mean that it's no longer

there., Unless it's litter, of course., Using what you've learned, you can start

planning where you'd like to leave something for others to find., It can be any

object that is safe and appropriate for all the family., In that case you would need a

waterproof container like the plastic ones used for sailing., In order to find a cache,

players use something called a GPS (Global Positioning System) device., If you're

on private land, ask permission of the landowner and never ignore any “Keep Out!”

signs or fences.] Caches should be placed at least 150 metres from
each other to help with this. Your container should be
weatherproof. Mark the container so it can be identified as a
geocache and not rubbish. And if you and your friends or family do
try geocaching, have a wonderful time!

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121776Reading. Вариант №1

Read the newspaper article about Lucy’s experience of working at
a summer camp in the United States. Mark the statements below
with “True” if they are true and “False” if they are false or the
information is not given.

Every year, thousands of students fly to the United States to spend
their holidays working at summer camps. In return, they get a free
return flight, full board, pocket money and the chance to travel.
Lucy Gribble joined Camp America and spent eight weeks working
at a summer camp for six to sixteen-year-olds.

I applied at the last minute and was so thrilled at the prospect of
spending the holidays doing something more exciting than
working in the local supermarket, that I hastily accepted the only
job left – in the camp laundry.

I started to have my doubts while squashed between the
windsurfing instructor and the aerobics teacher during the bumpy
three-hour ride to the camp, about 90 miles from New York City.

On arrival I was told by the camp director that I would be doing the
washing for 200 children – on my own. For the first week, the party
sent out by the job agency – seven English students and one
Welsh, one Pole and one Australian – became a full-time cleaning
squad, getting the place ready for its grand opening. 

We swept out dead birds from the bunk rooms; scrubbed the
lavatories, gymnasium and kitchen; polished the cooking
equipment; mowed the lawns, put up the sports nets, and logged
any luggage sent on ahead to the bedrooms.

After the children’s arrival, I had to work from 8.45 in the morning
to 10.30 at night to get all my work done. “Don’t worry,” said the



director. “The kids always throw all their clothes in the wash after
five minutes in the first week.” I smiled through gritted teeth.

Considering there was no hot water in the laundry and the rickety
old machines, the washing came out remarkably well. But with so
many clothes to wash and dry, some washing did get mixed up. I
had six-year-olds marching up and telling me their parents would
be very angry if I did not find their favourite sweater.

The kitchen workers and myself found ourselves at the bottom of
the camp’s class system. We were never invited to join in the
evening activities and at the talent show we were the only six out
of the entire camp to be excluded. When we managed to get out of
the camp, our evenings tended to consist of eating ice-cream in
the local gas station or driving 20 miles to a restaurant to drink
cheap lemonade. Despite the unexciting venues, we made the best
of the situation and enjoyed a lot of laughs throughout the
summer.

The camp itself had a large lake and excellent sporting activities.
But because organized activities for the children carried on into
the evening we usually only got the chance to use the tennis
courts or the swimming pool.

I shared a room with three 18-year-old girls from New York. They
had never been away from home before and spent most of the
night screaming with excitement. They each had three trunks full
of clothes and thought it was hilarious that I had only a rucksack.
On some nights the only way to get any rest was to “go sick” and
sleep in the medical centre.

The camp food was poor with child-sized portions; fresh fruit and
vegetables were rare. One catering worker even stood over the
pineapple rings checking that you took only one each.



The plus points of the camp were the beautiful parkland setting,
meeting a great bunch of travelling companions and managing to
work my way through far more of my course books for my English
degree than I would have done back home.

And without Camp America’s free flight to the US – and a rail
ticket from my parents – I would never have seen Niagara Falls,
climbed the Empire State building, visited Washington DC or had
my picture taken with Mickey Mouse at Disney World, all of which
I did after the camp closed down.

 

Lucy took a job in the camp laundry because there was no other
work available.

True

False

1 балл

Lucy was surprised that the camp was so far from New York City.

True

False

1 балл



The first week after kids’ arrival was the worst because the laundry
equipment wasn’t working.

True

False

1 балл

One problem she had in her work was that the colours in the
clothes ran together.

True

False

1 балл

Lucy and kitchen workers had to organize their own social life.

True

False

1 балл



They could not use sporting facilities.

True

False

1 балл

Lucy sometimes did not sleep in her room because the room was
too noisy.

True

False

1 балл

One thing Lucy did not like about the meals was that there was
never any fruit.

True

False

1 балл



One advantage of her time at the camp was that Lucy joined the
children on a visit to the most beautiful places in the USA.

True

False

1 балл

Lucy did not pay for the ticket to the USA.

True

False

1 балл

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121778Reading. Вариант №2

Read the newspaper article about a girl who flies kites as a hobby.
Mark the statements below with “True” if they are true and “False”
if they are false or the information is not given.

Kite Flying

You only have to look at the thousands of kite-flying fans who, like
me, turn up to kite festivals every year to see how popular kite
flying has become. And it’s easy to understand why – once they’ve
successfully launched a kite, and seen it flying under their control,
they never want to stop. But it’s the pleasure of gazing up at a clear
blue sky, feeling the wind on my face, that draws me back time and
again.

The first time I flew a kite was when my family took me to a kite
shop that sold the most colourful kites I’d ever seen. We bought
one and took it down to a deserted beach nearby, so with no
people around we could make as many mistakes as we liked
without anyone seeing us. A strong wind whipped across from the
sea, making our skin sore from the sand blowing around, but we
were too excited to take much notice.

The wind was so fierce, however, that at one stage, the kite actually
started pulling me along. But because we’d spent so much money
on it, there was no way I was going to let go. Instead, I allowed
myself to be pulled along the beach on my stomach, gathering
sand in my mouth as I went until the kite finally fell to the ground
– quite an experience!

It took me some time to learn to fly kites well – especially once I’d
moved on to complicated stunt kites that do tricks. From watching
other people, I’d already guessed kite flying might not be as simple
as it looked. But initially I hoped I’d at least be able to use the



strings correctly – pull one string for one direction and the other
string to go the other way. Sadly, though, what I didn’t know was
that if I kept on pulling one string, the kite would spin around in a
circle and all the strings would get tied together, before it crashed
down.

But there have been high points, too, such as the day my dad and I
were flying a kite out in the countryside and a great big bird – a
hawk – came down out of nowhere. We quickly realized the bird
had clearly just come to check out what was flying around in its
territory. So instead of ripping my kite to pieces with its claws, as it
might have done with an enemy bird, it just flew alongside the kite
for a while. It was a wonderful sight – my big kite flying up there
with such a powerful wild creature twisting and turning in perfect
harmony. Then it just disappeared as suddenly as it’d come.

On another occasion, I went out with my family to fly our kites at
night. It was a completely different experience. We were in almost
complete darkness, which was slightly scary – it’s hard to estimate
how far away your kite is, or the other people you’ve gone with, for
that matter! The only way you can judge the location of your kite is
by feeling it pull on the end of the string. But it’s also much easier
to hear the kite up there, more clearly than you would during the
day.

Kite flying can be a very emotional experience, especially if you’ve
actually made the kite that’s climbing and diving across the sky.
And there’s a real personal relationship between me and the kite,
as though what’s on the other end of the string is alive –
sometimes it seems to me like an excited puppy, at other times it’s
a fire-breathing dragon! I even give my kites different names
sometimes, much to the amusement of my family.

I can’t imagine I’ll ever stop flying kites, even when I’m older. The
thrill of designing and making something that’ll actually fly is



amazing - and I’ve recently moved on to aerial photography, fixing
a camera to a kite. I don’t have sophisticated equipment, but I’ve
still got some stunning shots. And I’m considering doing kite
surfing in the summer, surfing on the sea, being pulled along by a
kite. That’s going to be awesome!

According to Stella, what attracts her most to kite flying is the
feeling that she’s sharing an interest with lots of other people.

True

False

1 балл

Stella took up flying a kite in a kite club at school.

True

False

1 балл



Stella describes the place where she first flew a kite as being
suitable for beginners like her.

True

False

1 балл

When Stella’s kite began to blow away on the beach, she was angry
that such an expensive kite couldn’t cope with the conditions.

True

False

1 балл

Stella admits that when learning to fly kites she made a mistake.

True

False

1 балл



When a big bird came towards her kite, Stella was afraid that it
would attack the kite.

True

False

1 балл

Flying a kite at night Stella relies on different senses.

True

False

1 балл

Stella feels such a strong link between her and her kite that she’s
given it a name.

True

False

1 балл



Stella thinks she will never quit flying kites.

True

False

1 балл

Stella is thinking of taking photos using a kite.

True

False

1 балл

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121779Reading. Вариант №3

Read the newspaper article about a visit to an American hospital.
Mark the statements below with “True” if they are true and “False”
if they are false or the information is not given.

 

The brochure helpfully gave me a list of options to fill five hours in
Miami while I waited for my connecting flight to South America. I
could visit a shopping mall, look around a museum or two, or go for
a walk on the beach. Instead, I decided to go to hospital.

This was not because I had been watching too much medical
drama on TV. It was because I had been running a high fever since
the night before, and had spent most of the transatlantic flight
having strange dreams. I thus got more sleep than I usually do on
planes, but I still thought it wise to see a doctor before flying on.

A taxi took me to hospital. Instead of a reception desk there was a
sort of pre-reception check-in box run by a woman talking to her
friends in Spanish. She switched into English when I told her I
thought I had malaria (I had recently been to West Africa): ‘I’m
sorry, we’re very busy. Can you come back tomorrow?’

When I explained that I’d be in mid-air tomorrow, she said ‘Well,
you’ll have to wait half an hour.’ Half an hour, I assured her, was
quick. In any case, half an hour flew past because I had to register.

This process had less to do with my medical condition than the
condition of my wallet. With a fevered mind, I signed sheet after
sheet of closely typed documents agreeing to be responsible for
all expenses and not to sue them if they amputated the wrong leg.
I handed over the small card which had been issued with my travel



insurance policy, and to my surprise, they accepted this. I was on to
the next stage: medical treatment.

The nurse, a large cheerful woman called Maria, took a blood
sample and my temperature, and looked at me critically. ‘You don’t
really look sick enough to have malaria,’ she said. ‘But you don’t
want to be sick in South America. The tests will take a couple of
hours. It would be advisable to change your ticket.’

Flights down south were booked solid and I had been lucky to get
a seat. I was not going to cancel. I agreed to wait and was shown
through into the treatment area and given a trolley to lie on. 

When my doctor arrived, he felt my neck, made me look at his
finger as he moved it from side to side, and asked about my travels.
Then he produced a torch and shone it down my throat. ‘You’ve
got flu,’ he said, filling in a treatment form. ‘It’s that time of year.
Take two of these now and go to bed.’

I asked about my blood test results and he looked puzzled. He
attracted the attention of a nurse by grabbing her arm and holding
on. ‘Are Mr Barker’s test results back?’

‘No,’ she said, tearing herself free. They both disappeared and I lay
back down on the trolley. Whatever they said, I really did not feel
well.

Eventually the nurse reappeared and tapped me on the shoulder,
handing me two tablets and a glass of water. Then the doctor
handed me my treatment sheet and said I could go. ‘Yes, yes,’ he
said. ‘Your test results are all clear. You can go.’

Interestingly enough, the invoice for medical treatment got back
to England before I did. I had apparently been seen by two doctors
and, with my hour on the trolley, the bill came to  $ 644.



My insurance company thought this exceptionally reasonable. I
was not so sure. The fever never really went away, and a month
later I checked into another hospital. The doctors there
immediately diagnosed malaria, which they said almost certainly
dated from that first fever.

The writer had time in Miami because he wanted to do some
sightseeing.

True

False

1 балл

The writer went to hospital because he thought he might have
some health problems.

True

False

1 балл



The first member of the staff the writer met was not very helpful.

True

False

1 балл

Before he was examined, the writer had to contact his travel
insurance company.

True

False

1 балл

Maria, the nurse, advised the writer to take a blood test and
temperature.

True

False

1 балл



The writer did not want to cancel his flight because he had a ticket
which could not be changed.

True

False

1 балл

The doctor was surprised when the writer asked him about blood
test results.

True

False

1 балл

The impression that the writer gave of his treatment at the hospital
was that the staff were not polite to him.

True

False

1 балл



When the writer returned to England, the invoice for his treatment
had already come.

True

False

1 балл

When the writer got back home, he found that the American
doctor had been wrong.

True

False

1 балл

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121761USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №1

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the text below and decide which word or phrase best fits
each space. Choose the right аnswеr. The first оnе (0) has bееn
done for you. 

Ice Alaska

Have you heard of Ice Alaska - an event which takes (0) place in
Fairbanks, Alaska. It [keeps, holds, comes, brings] the town to life from
the end of winter to the beginning of spring. This event [promotes,
supplies, expresses, produces] art, culture, tourism, education and
friendship through ice. It all started in 1934. Kay Huffman and Clara
West [would, used, must, obliged] to organise the Winter Carnival, with
[activities, actions, things, moves] such as parades and dog races. Later
this became the Ice Carnival and Dog Derby, and artists would
[engrave, slice, paint, carve] thrones from ice for the carnival king and
queen. Each year these thrones became more [complete, challenged,
complex, mixed] . So, this was the start of the town’s sculpting
tradition. In 1988 the festival was [revived, reinvented, discovered,
reopened] . Teams of ice sculptors came from China and Chicago to
create sculptures for the Winter Carnival. They [knew, learnt, taught,
studied] local people how to sculpt ice. Today, [nearly, up,
approximately, about] to 75 teams [complete, join, enjoy, compete]in Ice
Alaska every year. This is definitely an event which can’t be
missed! Find out more at www.icealaska.com.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0



За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121762USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №2

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the text below and decide which word or phrase best fits
each space. Choose the right аnswеr. The first оnе (0) has bееn
done for you. 

Harrow’s Holiday Camps

Can you imagine (0) spending your holiday on a campsite with
5,000 other people, being [stood, woken, got, taken] up at 7:30 every
morning? Well, it was a(n) [norm, past, interesting, typical] situation for
many British people back in the 1950s and 60s. Campers stayed
not in tents but in [comfortable, comfort, comforting, comfortably] chalets
at different seaside locations around the UK. The most popular
ones were [paid, had, run, belonged] by Harry Harrow. Harrow’s
holiday camps were exciting places for all the family with all sorts
of activities, including games, talent shows and competitions.
Every camp had its own railway to [fly, go, drive, ride] on. There were
swimming pools, playgrounds, and theatre shows to [become, match,
suit, go] people of all ages. Sadly, by the early 1980s a lot of camps
were closed. Cheap [unpacked, packed, pack, package] holidays abroad
[gained, collected, had, grown] popularity and holiday camps went out
of fashion. Today, two Harrow’s resorts [restore, stand, remain, are] in
the UK. These days, guests stay in spacious apartments and luxury
hotels, eat at a wide range of restaurants, attend concerts, or have
fun at water parks. One thing hasn’t changed, though – they still
[suppose, offer, suggest, supply] inexpensive family holidays.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0



За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121763USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №3

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

Read the text below and decide which word or phrase  best fits
each space. Choose the right аnswеr. The first оnе (0) has bееn
done for you. 

The Ravenmaster

Legend (0) has it that if the ravens ever [vanish, hide, disappear, leave]
the Tower of London, it will crumble and disaster will fall [under,
upon, underneath, up] England. It is for this reason that there are at
least six ravens in permanent residence at the Tower. Of course,
someone has to look [after, for, to, about] the ravens and [do, get, make,
stand] sure that they are [slopped, fed, eaten, feed] and kept in good
health. The responsibility [goes, falls, drops, depends] to the
Ravenmaster. He is one of the Yeoman Warders, also known as
Beefeaters, that work at the Tower of London, but his sole
responsibility is to care for the birds. This is no easy task. In the
morning, he has to get [up, on, in, around] at as early as 5 am to let the
birds out of their cages, give them water and prepare their
breakfast. Throughout the day, he also keeps a careful eye on the
birds. At around 5:30 in the afternoon, the birds are given food
again. [in, on, as, at] the end of the day he puts the birds to bed. He
puts them back in their cages and locks them up [at, for, in, during]
the night. The Ravenmaster has to be responsible. After all,
[according, accordance, accordingly, accord] to the legend, the fate of the
nation rests on his shoulders.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-10 1-9 2-8 3-7 4-6 5-5 6-4 7-3 8-2 9-1 10-0



За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121780USE OF ENGLISH. Вариант №1

В качестве ответа укажите ОДНО слово БЕЗ пробелов, знаков
препинания и дополнительных символов, например,
олимпиада.

Read the text below and look carefully at each line. Some of the
lines are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, write OK, if a line has a word which should not
be there, write the word. The first two (0, 00) have been done for
you.

0. Spices have been a vital part of international commerce for more
than (ok)

00. four thousand years old. Most of the world’s favorite spices
originated (old)

1.in Asia. A black pepper, ginger, cloves, nutmeg, and cinnamon
were

Правильный ответ:

a

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



2. the most of important spices of early commerce. They were
carried

Правильный ответ:

of

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

3. out throughout Asia and the Arabian Peninsula. The Romans

Правильный ответ:

out

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

4. consumed spices in enormous quantities. Ancient Rome had an
entire

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



5. market just for black pepper. Ginger sold so more well that the
tax

Правильный ответ:

more

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

6. collected on ginger sales provided a major portion of the income

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

7. needed to support for the Roman government. While all the
spices were

Правильный ответ:

for

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



8. popular and heavily traded, pepper it was definitely the king of
spices

Правильный ответ:

it

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

9. Wealth was often spoken of in terms of how much pepper a
person had.

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

10. The Arabs controlled the spice trade for five hundreds of years.

Правильный ответ:

five

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121782USE OF ENGLISH. Вариант №2

В качестве ответа укажите ОДНО слово БЕЗ пробелов, знаков
препинания и дополнительных символов, например,
олимпиада.

Read the text below and look carefully at each line. Some of the
lines are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, write OK, if a line has a word which should not
be there, write the word. The first two (0, 00) have been done for
you.

0. The great apes look very different from one another, but they
have (ok)

00. several things in common. All of apes have a large brain in (of)

1. proportion to their body size. They have good eyesight and are
able to

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



2. see in three dimensions, which not all animals can do. Apes have
arms

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

3. that there are quite long, usually longer than their legs. Their
feet can

Правильный ответ:

there

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



4. grasp objects because of their big toes, just like their thumbs,
are

Правильный ответ:

of

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

5. opposable. An opposable toe or thumb is one that can move it
to touch

Правильный ответ:

it

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



6. the other toes or fingers. Apes have a few remarkable behaviors
in

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

7. common too. All apes will be eat certain minerals, clays, or
plants to

Правильный ответ:

be

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

8. cure illnesses. Apes groom themselves and often by each other,

Правильный ответ:

by

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



9. using their fingers and teeth to comb and clean off their fur and
skin.

Правильный ответ:

off

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

10. This is keeps their fur and skin healthy.

Правильный ответ:

is

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121783USE OF ENGLISH. Вариант №3

В качестве ответа укажите ОДНО слово БЕЗ пробелов, знаков
препинания и дополнительных символов, например,
олимпиада.

Read the text below and look carefully at each line. Some of the
lines are correct, and some have a word which should not be there.
If a line is correct, write OK, if a line has a word which should not
be there, write the word. The first two (0, 00) have been done for
you.

0. Suppose you are taking an expedition to a place where it is dark
even (ok)

00. in the early afternoon. As you stand outside, imagine a huge
gusts of (a)

1. wind and temperatures that they make your ears sting with cold.

Правильный ответ:

they

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



2. Imagine a landscape of snow and not only a few trees. There are
huge

Правильный ответ:

not

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

3. ice sheets floating by in the freezing ocean water. Some of these
sheets

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



4. of ice are more several miles across. It is winter now, but if you
were

Правильный ответ:

more

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

5. to return during the summer, you would see off patches of grass
and

Правильный ответ:

off

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



6. moss where the snow has melted. Underneath the moss and
grass, the

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

7. soil below the surface remains frozen, even so in the summer.
You

Правильный ответ:

so

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



8. would be on Earth’s northernmost piece of land. Welcome to
the

Правильный ответ:

ok

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

9. Arctic! After all, it looks like a quite very lonely place. You
wonder

Правильный ответ:

quite

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл

10. what you will see or to do here. However, there are many
animals here.

Правильный ответ:

to

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-1 1-0

1 балл



За решение задачи 10 баллов



#1121764USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №1

Если все варианты одновременно не помещаются в окно
браузера, можно воспользоваться сочетанием клавиш ctrl и (-)
(cmd и (-) для Mac) для уменьшения масштаба окна

Для увеличения изображения нажмите на него.

Match the quotations to the people who they are attributed
to, dragging the appropriate quotation to the person’s photo. There
are three quotations you do not need to use.



Доступные варианты ответов:

All the world’s a stage, and all the men and women
merely players.

Only two things are infinite — the universe and human
stupidity, and I’m not sure about the former.

Very few of us are what we seem.

If you want something said, ask a man; if you want
something done, ask a woman.

War does not determine who is right - only who is left.

I have a dream that my four little children will one day
live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their character.

That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind.

All the world’s
a stage, and all
the men and
women merely
players.

Very few of us
are what we
seem.

That’s one
small step for a
man, one giant
leap for
mankind.

I have a dream



Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов

If you want

something said,
ask a man; if
you want
something
done, ask a
woman.

that my four
little children
will one day live
in a nation
where they will
not be judged
by the color of
their skin but by
the content of
their character.

I'll be back.

Eighty percent
of success is
showing up.

War does not
determine who
is right - only
who is left.

Only two things
are infinite —
the universe
and human
stupidity, and
I’m not sure
about the
former.

I've got a
feeling we're
not in Kansas
anymore.



#1121765USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №2

Если все варианты одновременно не помещаются в окно
браузера, можно воспользоваться сочетанием клавиш ctrl и (-)
(cmd и (-) для Mac) для уменьшения масштаба окна

Для увеличения изображения нажмите на него.

Match the quotations to the people who they are attributed
to,  dragging the appropriate quotation to the person’s
photo. There are three quotations you do not need to use.



Доступные варианты ответов:

A rose by any other name would smell as sweet.

Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your balance, you
must keep moving.

Go to heaven for the climate and hell for the company.

If you want something said, ask a man; if you want
something done, ask a woman.

All great things are simple, and many can be expressed
in single words: freedom, justice, honor, duty, mercy,
hope.

I have a dream that my four little children will one day
live in a nation where they will not be judged by the
color of their skin but by the content of their character.

That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind.

A rose by any
other name
would smell as
sweet.

I've got a
feeling we're
not in Kansas
anymore.

Go to heaven
for the climate
and hell for the
company.

That’s one Life is like If you want



Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов

That s one

small step for a
man, one giant
leap for
mankind.

riding a bicycle.
To keep your
balance, you
must keep
moving.

something said,
ask a man; if
you want
something
done, ask a
woman.

I haven’t failed,
I’ve found
10,000 ways
that don’t work.

All great things
are simple, and
many can be
expressed in
single words:
freedom,
justice, honor,
duty, mercy,
hope.

May the Force
be with you.

I have a dream
that my four
little children
will one day
live in a nation
where they will
not be judged
by the color of
their skin but
by the content
of their
character.



#1121766USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №3

Если все варианты одновременно не помещаются в окно
браузера, можно воспользоваться сочетанием клавиш ctrl и (-)
(cmd и (-) для Mac) для уменьшения масштаба окна

Для увеличения изображения нажмите на него.

Match the quotations to the people who they are attributed
to, dragging the appropriate quotation to the person’s photo. There
are three quotations you do not need to use.



Доступные варианты ответов:

Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine
percent perspiration.

Only two things are infinite — the universe and human
stupidity, and I’m not sure about the former.

An eye for an eye leaves the whole world blind.

If you want something said, ask a man; if you want
something done, ask a woman.

War does not determine who is right - only who is left.

Ask not what your country can do for you; ask what you
can do for your country.

That’s one small step for a man, one giant leap for
mankind.

Very few of us
are what we
seem.

If you want
something said,
ask a man; if
you want
something
done, ask a
woman.

An eye for an
eye leaves the
whole world
blind.



Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов

Eighty percent
of success is
showing up.

That’s one
small step for a
man, one giant
leap for
mankind.

War does not
determine who
is right - only
who is left.

Ask not what
your country
can do for you;
ask what you
can do for your
country.

Genius is one
percent
inspiration and
ninety-nine
percent
perspiration.

Go to heaven
for the climate
and hell for the
company.

Only two
things are
infinite — the
universe and
human
stupidity, and
I’m not sure
about the
former.



#1121767USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №1

For the questions about Great Britain and the USA find, in each
group of five items, the one which does not belong there. The first
one has been done for you as an example. 

London - Belfast - Edinburgh - Dublin - Cardiff

The correct answer is Dublin because Dublin is the capital of the
Irish Republic, not of the UK, or one of its parts.

Daniel Radcliffe

Iris Murdoch

Ian McEwan

J.K.Rowling

John Fowles

1 балл

Thomas Gainsborough

Joshua Reynolds

William Turner

Thomas Hardy

John Constable

1 балл



Tower Bridge

Stonehenge

St. Paul’s Cathedral

Buckingham Palace

London Eye

1 балл

Alabama

Colorado

Boston

New York

Texas

1 балл

Benjamin Franklin

Thomas Jefferson

John Adams

George Washington

Benjamin Disraeli

1 балл



The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA)

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum

The Brooklyn Museum

The Metropolitan Museum of Art

The Natural History Museum

1 балл

За решение задачи 6 баллов



#1121768USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №2

For the questions  about Great Britain and the USA find, in each
group of five items, the one which does not belong there. The first
one has been done for you as an example.

London - Belfast - Edinburgh - Dublin - Cardiff

The correct answer is Dublin because Dublin is the capital of the
Irish Republic, not of the UK, or one of its parts.

Virginia

Utah

Alabama

Richmond

Missouri

1 балл

Mrs Warren’s Profession

The Great Gatsby

The Apple Cart

Pygmalion

Heartbreak House

1 балл



thistle

shamrock

red rose

leek

haggis

1 балл

the Shard

the Chrysler Building

the Bank of America Tower

Bloomberg Tower

the Empire State Building

1 балл

John Steinbeck

Edgar Allan Poe

Joshua Reynolds

Ernest Hemingway

Ray Bradbury

1 балл



the Clyde

the Severn

the Tyne

the Potomac

the Trent

1 балл

За решение задачи 6 баллов



#1121769USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №3

For the questions  about Great Britain and the USA find, in each
group of five items, the one which does not belong there. The first
one has been done for you as an example.

London - Belfast - Edinburgh - Dublin - Cardiff

The correct answer is Dublin because Dublin is the capital of the
Irish Republic, not of the UK, or one of its parts.

the Artful Dodger

Pygmalion

Hermione Granger

Becky Sharp

Heathcliff

1 балл

California

Texas

Alaska

Atlanta

Georgia

1 балл



Andrew Lloyd Webber

Banksy

J.M.W. Turner

William Hogarth

Henry Moore

1 балл

Ronald Reagan

Gerald Ford

Tony Blair

Jimmy Carter

Lyndon B. Johnson

1 балл

thistle

shamrock

red rose

leek

haggis

1 балл



Stonehenge

St. Paul’s Cathedral

Tower Bridge

London Eye

Buckingham Palace

1 балл

За решение задачи 6 баллов



#1121771USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №1

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

For the questions given below complete each sentence filling the
gap with the correct name or title. There are two names / titles that
you do not need to use.



In fact everything in the United Kingdom is rather small: the
highest mountains are [Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon, Severn,
Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis, Avon, Queen Mary], which is 1,343 metres high,
and [Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon, Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben

Nevis, Avon, Queen Mary], which is 1,085 metres high.

[Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon, Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis,
Avon, Queen Mary] was a linguist. She spoke fluent English and
German, and studied other languages, too, including French, Italian
and Latin. Later in life, she also learnt the Indian language of
Hindustani.

In the United Kingdom the longest rivers are the [Thames, Queen

Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon, Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis, Avon, Queen

Mary] flowing along the border between England and Wales,
tributaries of which include the [Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey,
Snowdon, Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis, Avon, Queen Mary], famed by
Shakespeare, and the River [Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon,
Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis, Avon, Queen Mary], which flows
eastward to the port of London.

[Thames, Queen Elizabeth I, Spey, Snowdon, Severn, Queen Victoria, Ben Nevis,
Avon, Queen Mary] is remembered as a powerful and clever monarch,
known for her sumptuous costumes, sparkling jewellery, beautiful
appearance and magnificent portraits. As she had no children, and
therefore no direct heir to the throne, she was the last Tudor
monarch.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов



#1121772USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №2

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

For the questions given below complete each sentence filling the
gap with the correct name or title. There are two names / titles that
you do not need to use.



In the United Kingdom the longest rivers are the [Thames, John F.

Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Avon, Hogmanay,
Theodore Roosevelt] flowing along the border between England and
Wales, tributaries of which include the [Thames, John F. Kennedy, Spey,
Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Avon, Hogmanay, Theodore

Roosevelt], famed by Shakespeare, and the River [Thames, John F.

Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Avon, Hogmanay,
Theodore Roosevelt], which flows eastward to the port of London.

[Thames, John F. Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Avon, Hogmanay, Theodore Roosevelt] remains the youngest person to
become president of the United States. He was awarded with the
Nobel Peace Prize. His most spectacular foreign policy initiative
was the establishment of the Panama Canal.

[Thames, John F. Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Avon, Hogmanay, Theodore Roosevelt]is a winter lamb and root vegetable
stew. It’s traditionally served on March 1st to celebrate St David’s
Day.

[Thames, John F. Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Avon, Hogmanay, Theodore Roosevelt] was the longest serving president.
He won 4 elections in a row and stayed in office for 12 straight
years.

[Thames, John F. Kennedy, Spey, Welsh Cawl, Severn, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
Avon, Hogmanay, Theodore Roosevelt] is the Scottish name for the last
day of the year, and also for the oatmeal cakes traditionally given
to the children as they went from house to house singing carols.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов



#1121773USE OF ENGLISH . Вариант №3

В каждом пропуске из выпадающего списка выберите один
верный ответ.

For the questions given below complete each sentence filling the
gap with the correct name or title. There are two names / titles that
you do not need to use.



[Thames, Loch Ness, the Order of Thistle, Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit,
Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order of Garter] is one of the highest British
orders of chivalry. It is mainly for members of the Scottish peerage.

In the United Kingdom the longest rivers are the [Thames, Loch Ness,
the Order of Thistle, Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit, Lough Neagh, Avon, the

Order of Garter] flowing along the border between England and
Wales, tributaries of which include the [Thames, Loch Ness, the Order of

Thistle, Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit, Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order of

Garter], famed by Shakespeare, and the River [Thames, Loch Ness, the

Order of Thistle, Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit, Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order

of Garter], which flows eastward to the port of London.

The largest lake in the UK is [Thames, Loch Ness, the Order of Thistle,
Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit, Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order of Garter] in
Northern Ireland. [Thames, Loch Ness, the Order of Thistle, Severn, Spey, the

Order of Merit, Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order of Garter] is the largest fresh
water lake (by volume) in the UK.

[Thames, Loch Ness, the Order of Thistle, Severn, Spey, the Order of Merit,
Lough Neagh, Avon, the Order of Garter] is one of the British orders. It
was created in 1902 for men and women recognising distinguished
service in the armed forces, science, art, literature, or for the
promotion of culture.

Формула вычисления баллов: 0-7 1-6 2-5 3-4 4-3 5-2 6-1 7-0

За решение задачи 7 баллов




